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IS THAT A BODY IN THE LAKE? OMG (oh my God) said some
when they spied what appeared to be a headless, armless, skinless body in
the Lake. What was it? To find out, read page two.
HOW LOW DOES OXYGEN GO IN LAKE MERRITT? In a
nutshell, we don’t know. Although the Oakland High School Environmental Academy takes readings a few times a week, their equipment is not
accurate enough to be used as formal evidence for the Regional Water
Quality Control Board, which at the insistence of the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, placed our Lake on the official federal list of impaired bodies of water because of low
oxygen levels. That was in 1999. Measurements taken over the last 20+ years show that the bottom layer of
water in the Lake often has only 2 or lower parts of oxygen per million parts of water (2 ppm) but the
standards call for at least 3 – 5 ppm in order to sustain beneficial uses e.g. wildlife, recreation etc. The good
news is that the Environmental Academy should soon be getting a state of the art oxygen meter.
For details, see: http://www.lakemerrittinstitute.org/papers/oxygen_paper.pdf.
Since the lowest oxygen levels occur at dawn (because photosynthesis does not occur at night) and because
levels change hourly, the only way to properly determine if the Lake is in compliance with regulations is to
have 24 hour, 7 days a week, continuous monitoring. Snapshot measurements taken during the middle of the
day cannot tell you if conditions that morning or yesterday were adequate to support life at the bottom of the
Lake. Devices that record oxygen data from 24/7 monitors are readily available for a few thousand dollars,
but despite the Lake having been listed as impaired for 20+ years, one has not been installed. Increased tidal
flushing due to bottleneck removal on the channel is expected to improve conditions, but this will not occur
when the tide gates are closed for flood control, which they will be for as long as is needed to prevent floods.
New water quality monitoring under contract to the city is expected to start soon. We can only hope that it
will include 24/7 data. The critters that live in the Lake hope so too.
CLIMATE CORNER Featuring Matt Damon, "Extreme
Realities" explores links between climate change, extreme
weather, and threats to our nation's security. This new episode
in the PBS prime-time environmental series, Journey to
Planet Earth, premiered in Washington, D.C. this year. It's a
documentary for all those who care about the future of our
planet, our children, and future generations, and it will be
broadcast in the fall of this year. If you have a chance to see
it, please don’t miss it.
Matt Damon narrates “Extreme Realities”
which explores the link between climate
change, political instability and war.

Then, after you’re fired up to do something, it's so easy to leave a message for your congressman. Your call
will be answered by friendly staff whose job is to listen to your opinion and to summarize it for the Member
of Congress.
Just tell them that you are concerned about global warming and that you want Congress to put an increasing
fee on carbon in fossil fuels at the mine, well or port (not at the gas pump or cash register) with 100% of the
funds returned to American households as a dividend, and none of the money going to government
programs. This approach:









Covers all carbon sources (not just power plants like the proposed EPA regulations)
Provides a predictable price (businesses like that)
Avoids cap and trade problems (that bill failed in congress)
Does not increase government regulations (conservatives like that)
Increases jobs as folks spend their dividends (tea partiers like that)
Harnesses the tremendous power of the entire economy (which works via all of us, every day)
Puts a price on the social costs of carbon pollution (climate change, air pollution, water pollution,
disease etc.); and
Is something that democrats and republicans can agree upon.

That's all you need to say! Click below to find your representatives and see a sample call script.
It's time to make the call, because climate change will be stopped when citizens like us demand it, when the
voice of voters becomes louder than lobbyists, and when you decide to make the call.
NO: JUST A HEADLESS MANEQUINN:
After it eluded us for a few days, drifting with
the currents, the body (of a mannequin) came
to rest on the southwest shore of the
peninsula, from where it was summarily
removed. Perhaps it should be tied to a
sailboat mast with the warning: This what
happens to those who don’t wear their life
jackets.
WHY IS THERE NO FOUNTAIN AT 18TH
ST.? As some have noticed, the aeration
fountain at 18th and Lakeshore Avenue has
been removed. Why? There are several
reasons. When the 12th Street bottle-neck on
the channel was removed, the Lake began to
drain faster during outgoing tides, and the lowest Lake levels became lower, which is good, except when the
fountain intake screen begins bumping the bottom and sucking in mud etc. So we bought a fountain of
different design, one with an intake screen just below the float. OK. Unfortunately that new fountain has a
very different nozzle and spray pattern, which creates a salty mist. Soon the two recently installed redbud
trees by the traffic light turned brown (they have since been re-growing from the bottom) as did leaves on the
huge redwood tree across the street. Egad, that would not do. So we bought two different nozzles, but alas,
the salt spray problem continued and the fountain had to be removed. Plans are for it to be relocated to the
bandstand beach where the old fountain had died last year. There, much further removed from vegetation,
the mist should not be a problem. Times change, and so do fountain deployments.

BOATING CENTER TO CLOSE ON Sept. 1: Construction on a new bulkhead wall, parking lot and
driveway will soon begin at 568 Bellevue Avenue in Lakeside Park, and the Boating Center will have to
close (temporarily). Re-opening dates are up in the cloud right now, but construction may begin on
September 1, and is not expected to be complete before February, 2015. The Institute office will be
intermittently closed, but contact by email will remain. Educational presentations here will be curtailed.
A GREAT, NEW FOUNTAIN FILTER AT THE GARDEN CENTER: Have you been to the Garden
Center lately? If not, go and check out a patch of plants growing next to one of the ponds. Below lies a
pump, pipes, gravel etc. comprising a biotic filter for the pond. No longer will the pond have to be drained
and cleaned manually. Now it can, and does support fresh water wetland plants, and even a few turtles to eat
any mosquito larvae that may try to grow there. Bravo to Victoria Rocha of Parks & Recreation for making
it happen.
BIRD COLUMN: Light Delight at Lake Merritt Again - Not unexpectedly, the species count for the July
Golden Gate Audubon 4th-Wednesday walk was way down - only 29 - but we had lovely sightings of the
birds we did see. July and August are actually very good months for a new birder to join the walk; with
fewer kinds of birds and greater differences between one kind and the next, you can begin to get a handle on
what you're seeing. It's easy to remember how to tell a goose from a gull; telling one sort of goose from
another is harder - and one sort of gull from another, forget about it till next year!
The White Pelicans were out in force, with about 15 either swimming in small groups or lounging on one of
the islands with Hank-the-Rescue-Pelican, and two Brown Pelicans were doing their famous meatloaf
impression on the floats. Two Green Herons (tiny, cinnamon-and-gray, not green) were playing chase-me,
chase-me back and forth between the islands and the edge of the lake beyond the crafts center. The island
trees had half a dozen or so Snowy Egrets, and we also saw a Great Egret, a juvenile Great Blue Heron
(recognizable by the dark, streaky breast feathers), and lots of Black-crowned Night-Herons of all ages. A
juvenile Belted Kingfisher (age defined by the rusty stripe down each side of the breast) braved the stillnesting cormorants to use the bare trees for a fishing post. Meanwhile, one black American Coot had
returned to the lake, as had two Pied-billed Grebes.
The Mallards were in eclipse - meaning the drakes had lost their shiny green feathers and looked almost like
hens - and the Canada Geese were in the last stages of molt, with new wing primaries peeping out from
under the coverts on their backs. Another coupla weeks and it'll almost be safe to walk on the lawns again!
Elsewhere in the park, thick leaves made birds smaller than crows or robins hard to spot, but Black Phoebes
were perching and fly-catching almost everywhere we looked, including the middle of the bowling lawn. In
the garden, a Chestnut-backed Chickadee was giving the bark of a redwood beside the monkey-puzzle tree a
thorough going over - posing at all angles and giving us a show worthy of a professional camera shoot
(which none of us had the camera to take advantage of, so memory will have to serve).
And so through the garden and back to the cars, with no sign of baby bluebirds but all in all still yet another
good day at Lake Merritt, which when you get down to it really doesn't have any other kind.
A TIME OF CLARITY: September, before the rains resume (if they do) is a time when water clarity in our
lagoon increases. You can see it around the shallow shoreline where a bottom typically obscured by
plankton becomes visible. This happens because the nutrients of spring are spent, because the days are
getting shorter and because the sun is lower on the horizon, which means there is less light penetration into
the water. So the algae is gone, plankton growth slows and you might even be able to see 5 – 6 feet into the
depths. One soul was even heard to remark that it looks like a mountain lake! Well I’m not too sure about
that.

ELF PAYMENTS: The Lake will get
cleaner and our volunteers will not have to
work as hard when a new city program to
remove litter from the streets begins next
year. It all began several years ago when
the city began charging a fee to
establishments that create excess litter
(ELF – excess litter fees). Now, money in
hand, the city has requested qualifications
from companies that can clean up the
gutters, sidewalks, parking lots etc. at these
establishments four times a week. This is
a city wide program, but there are dozens
of places in the Lake Merritt watershed that will be included. This is the way to do it; remove the litter
before it gets to our Lake. We anticipate great things from this program.
RETURN OF THE ALGAE: Summer is not over and the recent heat wave has inspired another bloom of
our famous, filamentous, floating algae. This is the light green stuff, not the darker, kelp like plants that we
see during cooler weather. It clogs the fountain screens, traps trash near the shore and to those whose nasal
passages are more sensitive, can smell bad. Sometimes it even prevents near shore water circulation to the
point where a purplish bacteria starts to grow on it (colorful but not nasty- and don’t call anyone to tell them
it is paint!). But fear not, the physical forces of shorter day length and lower sun angle will eventually take
their toll on the green stuff; you can’t argue with such laws of nature. Meanwhile, pipefish will have a place
to play.
HIDDEN CASH: I think all of it has been found, but for a good read, check out the story of money hidden
at Lake Merritt: http://oaklandlocal.com/2014/07/hiddencash-strikes-childrens-fairyland/
RECENT SCENES FROM THE LAKE

Red eyes help this Black Crowned Heron to see at night
Photo by Lee Aurich

A mid-summer bloom of Cladophora and Enteromorpha
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